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THE QUALITATIVE description of the dynamical behavior of a smooth flow is often divided into 
two parts: the “gradient-like” behavior reflected in the existence of a Lyapunov function, and 
the “chain recurrent” behavior (see $1 for definition). In studying a class of dynamical systems 
it is important to understand two things. First, for each of these two parts what kinds of 
behavior are possible, and second how do these two aspects of dynamical behavior interact? 
In this spirit we will associate to a flow 4,: M + M, with a Lyapunov functionf: M + R, a 
rather natural object called the Lyapunov graph. The idea is to form a topological space by 
identifying to a point each component off -l(c) for each c E R. 
This often forms a finite graph oriented by the flow. A vertex on this graph will 
correspond to a component of a critical level off which always contains an indecomposable 
piece of the chain recurrent set: so we label each vertex with this chain recurrent flow on a 
compact set. Each edge of the graph corresponds to a component of the space obtained by 
removing from M any component of a level set off if that component contains a critical point 
of I: This component is diffeomorphic to N x (0, 1) where N is some codimension 1 
submanifold of M, transverse to the flow. To further enhance the picture of the flow one 
might label the edges of the graph with topological properties of the embeddings N + M; e.g. 
the diffeomorphism type of N. However, we will not make this part of our definition. We also 
restrict our attention to the case where M is compact and the graph is finite. 
DEFINITION. An (abstract) Lyapunov graph is a$nite, connected, oriented graph r which 
possesses no oriented cycles, and each vertex ofwhich is labelled with a chain recurrentjow on a 
compact space (up to topological equivalence). 
If the graph I- is obtained as described above by identifying to a point components of level 
sets of a smooth Lyapunov functionf: M + R for a flow 4,, we say that r is the Lyapunov 
graph associated with 4, andf. 
Each vertex of the graph where all edges are entering will be called a sink or attractor of 
the graph and each vertex where all edges emanate will be called a source or repellor. The 
condition that there be no oriented cycles on I- is obviously a necessary one for the graph to 
be associated with a Lyapunov function of a smooth flow. 
In this article we address ourselves to the study of non-singular Smale flows (see $1) on the 
three-sphere S3. Each vertex of a Lyapunov graph associated to a Smale flow will be labelled 
with a basic set, which in this case is topologically equivalent o the suspension flow of a 
subshift of finite type (T” :ZA + CA, corresponding to a matrix A. Hence it is sufficient o label 
the vertices of the graph simply with appropriate irreducible non-negative integer matrices 
(see (1.8)). 
The main result of this article is an existence theorem which tells which abstract 
Lyapunov graphs are associated with non-singular Smale flows on S3. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose I’ is an abstract Lyapunov graph whose sinks and sources are each 
labelled with a single periodic orbit, and suppose each remaining vertex is labelled with the 
suspension of a subshift ofjinite type. Then r is associated with a non-singular Smalejlow 9, and 
a Lyapunovfinction f on S3, if and only if thefollowing are satisfied. 
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(1) The graph r is a tree, with one edge attached to each source and sink vertex. 
(2) Suppose v is any other vertex labelled with the subshift suspension o(A) and with e+ entering 
edges and e- exiting edges. If k = dim ker( (I - A) : F; + F;), where F, = Z/2 and A is the 
mod 2 reduction of A, then 
e: III”+l, 
and 
e; Ik,+l, 
k,+l Ie:+e;. 
This theorem answers a question considered in [9] and [7] by showing that the 
suspension of any subshift of finite type can be realized as a basic set in some non-singular 
Smale flow on S3. It was shown in [9] that any such suspension can be realized in a Smale 
flow, with perhaps many singularities, on S3. In [7] it was shown that any such suspension 
can be realized in a non-singular Smale flow on some three-dimensional manifold. The 
theorem above, of course, does much better than answer this question; in particular it tells 
which collections of suspended subshifts can be simultaneously realized as the basic sets of a 
Smale flow on S3. 
The picture of non-singular Smale flows on S3 given by Lyapunov graphs is useful only 
because in order to label a vertex with the dynamics of a basic set it is enough to label it with a 
matrix. It then becomes important to be able to tell when two different matrices represent he 
same dynamics. Fortunately this is not difficult. First, if a basic set is topologically equivalent 
to the suspension ofa subshift of finite type o(A)corresponding to a matrix A, then the matrix 
is irreducible, i.e. for each i, j there exists k(i, j) > 0 such that (Ak)ij > 0. It is also easy to see 
that the basic set is a single closed orbit if and only if the matrix is an irreducible permutation 
matrix. These remarks and the following theorem resolve the problem of deciding when two 
matrices represent he same dynamics. 
PROPOSITION [S]. Suppose A and B are non-negative irreducible integer matrices of size n 
and m respectively and that neither is a permutation matrix. The suspensions of the subshifts 
a(A) and a(B) are topologically equivalent tf and only if 
and 
det(I-A) = det(l-B) 
Z”/(l - A)Z” r Zm/(I - B)Z”. 
Recall that two flows are topologically equivalent if there is a homeomorphism between their 
underlying spaces, carrying orbits of one flow to orbits of the other and preserving the 
orientation of orbits. Note that the group 
Z”/(l- A)Z” 
is easily computed by using ordinary row and column operations to diagonalize the matrix 
(I-A). 
For non-singular Morse-Smale flows, where each basic set is a periodic orbit one can also 
label the vertices of the Lyapunov graph with the index of the orbit (i.e. source, sink, saddle), 
and for saddle type orbits we can include whether the unstable manifold is twisted or 
untwisted. A twisted unstable manifold is an injectively immersed Moebius strip, while an 
untwisted one is an annulus. We call the orbit twisted (resp. untwisted) if its unstable 
manifold is twisted (resp. untwisted). 
THEOREM 2. Suppose r is an abstract Lyapunov graph which has each sink labelled with an 
attracting closed orbit, each source labelled with a repelling closed orbit and each remaining 
vertex labelled with a twisted or untwisted closed orbit of saddle type. Then I- is associated with a 
non-singular Morse-SmaleJow c$( and with a Lyapunov function g on S3 if and only if 
(1) The graph is a tree with one edge attached to each source or sink vertex. 
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(2) Zf V is a vertex labelled with the closed orbit y of saddle type and v has e,+ entering edges and 
e; existing edges then e: = 1 or 2, e; = 1 or 2, and tfr is twisted then e,’ = e; = 1. 
This article is divided into several sections. In 01 we give some standard definitions and 
some general background results. The proof of Theorem 1 begins in $2 where necessity of (1) 
and (2) for I to be associated with a Smale flow is shown. In $3 the concept of a fitted flow is 
discussed. This is a very strong version of the transversality condition which will be satsified 
by all examples we construct. In $4 the proof of Theorem 1 is completed and in $5 we give the 
proof of Theorem 2. 
91. BACKGROUND AND DEFINITIONS 
In dividing the behavior of a flow into a gradient-like part and a recurrent part, the most 
natural notion of recurrence is chain recurrence. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Zf 4,: M -P M is a flow and E > 0, we say there is an s-chain from x to y 
provided that there exist points x1 = x, x2, . . . , x, = y and real numbers t(i) > 1 such that 
d (4r(i) (xi), xi + 1) < s 
for all 1 I i < n. A point x is called chain-recurrent iffor any E > 0 there is an s-chain from x 
to x. The set of chain recurrent points 9 is called the chain recurrent set. 
It is easy to see that the chain recurrent set is compact if M is and that it is invariant under 
the flow. 
DEFINITION 1.2. If 4,: M + M is a smooth pow, then a smooth function g: M + R will be 
called a Lyapunov function provided 
(1) $(g (&x)) < 0 $x is not in the chain recurrent set 9, 
(2) Zf x, y E W then g(x) = g(y) if and only iffor each E > 0 there are e-chains from x to y and 
from y to x. 
The fact that any smooth flow on a compact manifold possesses a Lyapunov function is a 
combination of results of [4] and [15]. 
A compact invariant set A for a flow & M 4 M is said to have a hyperbolic structure 
provided that the tangent bundle of M restricted to A can be written as the Whitney sum of 
three sub-bundles E” + E” + EC, each being invariant under 04, for all t, in such a way that EC 
is spanned by the vector field tangent to the flow and that there are constants C, u > 0 
satisfying 
and 
IIDf(v))I 5 Ce-“Ilull for vEJ?, t 2 0 
(IDJ(v) II 1 C- lepfllvll for VEER, t 2 0. 
Hyperbolicity is an extremely important concept in the study of stability properties of a flow. 
In particular all known examples of structurally stable flows have a chain recurrent set 9I 
which possesses a hyperbolic structure. The property of having a hyperbolic chain recurrent 
set 9 is equivalent o what Smale has called Axiom A and the no-cycle property (see [ 123 and 
[YJ). An important consequence of this is that R decomposes into finitely many “irreducible” 
pieces as in the following theorem of Smale. 
THEOREM 1.3. [12]. Suppose that the chain recurrent set 9 of aflow on a compact manifold 
4,: M -+ M has a hyperbolic structure.Then B is aJinite disjoint union of compact invariant sets 
Al,&,..., A,, and each Ai contains a point whose forward orbit is dense in hi. 
The sets Ai are called the basic sets of the flow and they are precisely the chain transitive 
pieces of 97, which are not separated by a Lyapunov function (see (2) of (1.2)). The fact that 
there are finitely many of them guarantees that the Lyapunov graph is indeed a finite graph. 
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PROPOSITION 1.4. Suppose that 41: M + M is a smoothJlow on a compact manifold with 
Lyapunov function g: M + R and suppose that-the chain recurrent set consists ofjnitely manl 
chain transitive pieces. Let r be the quotient space of M obtained by identifying each component 
of a level set of g to a point, then r is a finite graph. 
Proof. By (1.2) the critical points of g consist precisely of the points of W and g is 
constant on each chain transitive piece. Thus there are finitely many critical values of g, say 
c1,cz, . . . 7 c,. Thus g-‘( (cl, Ci+ 1)) is diffeomorphic to N x (0, 1) where N = g- ’ (c), c E (Ci, 
ci+l)v so N is a compact manifold with a finite number of components. 
Also g- ‘(ci) has finitely many components since otherwise g- ’ (ci + E) would have an 
arbitrarily large number of components for E sufficiently small. Only one of these 
components, call it Xi, contains critical points of g, since each chain transitive piece of 9 must 
be contained in a single component and g separates these chain transitive pieces. 
Now if N, c g- ‘(ci) contains no critical points of g then the component of 
g- ‘( (ci- 1, ci+ 1)) containing N, is diffeomorphic to N, x (0, 1). In fact M - u Xi is 
diffeomorphic to a disjoint union of Nj x (0, 1) where each Nj is a compact connected 
codimension one submanifold of M. Hence if K: M + r is a quotient map which identifies 
each component of a level set of g to a point and xi = x(Xi), it follows that I- - (xi} is a finite 
set of open intervals. Thus since r is compact it is a graph. Q.E.D. 
If A is a compact invariant hyperbolic set for a flow then each orbit in A has a stable and 
unstable manifold. These are defined as follows for x E A, 
and 
w”(x)= {yEMIforsomerER,d(4,(y),q5,+l(x))-,0ast+ -co}. 
When A has a hyperbolic structure and x E A, w’ (x) is an injectively immersed copy of the 
bundle E” restricted to the orbit through x; i.e. if the dimension of E”, = k then w’(x) is either 
(a) an immersed k-plane if x is a stationary point, 
(b) an immersed (k + 1)-plane if 4tx # x for t # 0, or 
(c) an immersed k-plane bundle over S’ if x is on a periodic orbit. 
The analogous result is valid for w”(x). More details can be found in [12]. 
DEFINITION 1.5. Aflow 4,: M + M with hyperbolic chain recurrent set .9 is said to satisfy 
the transversality condition provided that for each x, ye 9, the manifolds w’ (x) and wU (y) 
intersect transversally. 
The importance of these concepts lies in their implications for stability of the flow as 
shown by the following result of Robinson. 
THEOREM 1.6. [lo] A smoothjow 4,: M + M on a compact manifold which has hyperbolic 
chain recurrent set &? and satisfies the transversality condition is structurally stable. 
Recall that a flow is structurally stable provided that any sufficiently close flow (in the C’ 
sense) is topologically equivalent. Two flows 41: X + X and $1: Y + Y are topologically, 
equivalent provided there is a homeomorphism h: X + Y carrying orbits of 4 to orbits of $ 
and preserving their orientation. 
DEFINITION 1.7. A smooth flow 41: M -+ M on a compact manifold is called a Smalejlow 
provided 
(1) Its chain recurrent set W has a hyperbolic structure and dim W I 1; 
(2) It satisfies the transversality condition. 
For Smale flows a result of Bowen [2] gives a complete description of the dynamics on the 
basic sets. We need this description only up to topological equivalence. 
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THEOREM 1.8. [2] Zf 4, is a flow with hyperbolic chain recurrent set and A is a one- 
dimensional basic set then 4, restricted to A is topologically equivalent to the suspension of a 
subshi& offinite type with an irreducible matrix: 
We briefly describe suspensions of subshifts of finite type. More details can be found in 
E63. 
If A is an n x n non-negative integer matrix we can form an oriented graph G with n 
vertices and aij oriented edges going from vertex i to vertex j. Let E = (e,> be the set of edges 
of G. We give E the discrete topology and consider the compact zero dimensional space EZ of 
sequences of elements of E indexed by the integers. We define a subset X,, c EZ by saying e 
= . . .e_,,e,,e,,. . ( .) is in 2, provided that for each i E Z, the oriented edge e, ends at the 
vertex of G where ei + 1 begins. An edge of G is allowed to begin and end at the same vertex. It is 
easy to see that X” is a compact subset of E 2 which is invariant under the shift homeomorphism 
u: EZ+EZ 
given by a(e) = f where fi = e,_ 1 for all i. 
DEFINR~ON 1.9. The homeomorphism a(A): xA + xA obtained by restricting the shift 
homeomorphism a to ICA is called the subshiji offinite type associated to the matrix A. 
The dynamics of one dimensional basic sets is described in terms of the suspensions of 
these homeomorphisms 
DEFINITION 1.10. Zf h: X + X is a homeomorphism then its suspension flow (or mapping 
torusflow) is defined on the identification space Y = X x R/(x, s + 1) - (h(x), s), and is defined 
to be the flow on Y induced by the flow c$, on X x R given by r#~,(x, s) = (x, s + t). 
Finally we remark that, as asserted in (1X), not every suspended subshift of finite type can 
be topologically equivalent o a flow on a basic set. It is necessary that the matrix A associated 
with the subshift of finite type be irreducible. 
DEFINITION 1.11. A non-negative n x n integer matrix A is called irreducible provided that 
for each i, j with 1 S i I n and 1 I j I n, there is an N > 0 such that the ij-th entry of AN is not 
zero. 
In terms of the graph G constructed from the matrix A, this just says that for each i andj 
there is an oriented path on the graph from vertex i to vertex j. It is not difficult to show that 
the matrix A being irreducible is equivalent o the existence of a forward orbit of a(A) which is 
dense in XA; and that it implies that the periodic points of o(A) are dense in X”. 
DEFINITION 1.12. Zf A and B are non-negative integer matrices they areflow equivalent 
provided the subshifts of .finite type a( A) and a(B) have topologically equivalent suspension 
flows. 
PROPOSITION 1.13. Zf A is a non-negative irreducible integer matrix which is not a 
permutation matrix then given N > 0, there is a matrix A’ which ispow equivalent to A and 
which has every entry > N, and non-diagonal entries even. The size of A’ depends only on A not 
on N. 
ProoJ If A is a 1 x 1 matrix (but not (1)) it is flow equivalent o a 2 x 2 matrix (see (1.7) of 
[8]). Hence we may assume A is least 2 x 2 and according to (2.5) of [S] A is flow equivalent o 
an n x n matrix A,, every entry of which is > N. We can write A, = Z + B,, and according to 
(2.4) of [S] if Bb is obtained from B, by adding one row (or column) to another then (I + B,) 
and (I + Bb) are flow equivalent. It is these row and column operations we will use to 
“diagonalize mod 2” the matrix B,. 
First suppose that there is an odd entry in either the first row or first column. In this case 
we can make the 11 entry odd (if it is not already) by adding the appropriate row (or column) 
to the first row (resp. column). If we now add the first row to every row which begins with an 
odd entry, and the first column to every column which begins with an odd entry then every 
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non-diagonal entry in row one and column one will be even. Ofcourse if the first row and first 
column are entirely even to begin with, nothing needs to be done. 
We now repeat this process on the (n - 1) x (n - 1) matrix obtained by deleting the first 
row and first column. Notice that the operations which make the non-diagonal entries of the 
second row and column even, do not affect the parity of the entries in the first row and 
column. 
Repeating this process we obtain a matrix B whose non-diagonal entries are even. Hence 
A’ = I + B has all non-diagonal entries even. Since B was obtained from B0 by adding rows 
and columns we have that A’ is flow equivalent o A and every entry of A’ > N. Obviously we 
could have used row and column operations to initially increase the size of all entries of B, as 
much as desired without increasing the size of the matrix. Thus n depends only on A, not on 
N. Q.E.D. 
$2. NECESSARY CONDITIONS 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let M be a compact oriented manifold. Suppose that q$: M + M is a 
smoothflow and g: M + R is a Lyapunov function with afinite associated Lyapunov graph T. 
If H ,(M; 0) = 0 then the graph r is a tree. 
Proof: Each point p on an edge of F corresponds to a component N, of the level set 
g- ‘(g(p)). Since the identification map n: M + r which collapses components of level sets to 
points is an open mapping, if we show that N, separates M it will follow that p separates F. If 
every edge point on a finite connected graph separates the graph then the graph is a tree. 
Hence we need only to show that N, separates M. The manifold N,, is oriented. If M - Nr 
is connected one can find a smooth arc joining nearby points on opposite sides of Ni,. This can 
be extended to a smooth closed curve y which meets Np transversely in a single point. The one 
dimensional homology class [r] and the (n - 1) dimensional class [N, J then have a non-zero 
intersection umber which implies H, (M; Q) # 0. Thus we have contradicted the assumption 
that M-N, is connected. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose 4, is a smooth non-singular f?ow on S3 and M2 c S’ is a compact 
connected embedded surface transverse to the pow. Then M2 is dt&eomorphic to the torus T2. 
Proof: Since M2 is embedded it is oriented and separates S3. Let X be the closure of the 
component of S3 - M2 which the flow is entering. Then dX = M2 and X admits a nowhere 
vanishing vector field which is pointing transversely inward on the boundary M2. It then 
follows from the PoincarbHopf formula that the Euler characteristic of M2 is zero. Since M2 
is connected and compact it is diffeomorphic to T2. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Suppose C$J, is a non-singular Smale flow on S3, with an associated 
Lyapunov graph r, and v is a vertex of r labelled with the suspension of the subshift ofjinite 
type a( A). Let k = dim ker I - A: F; + F; where F2 = Z/2 and I -A is the mod 2 reduction 
of I - A. Then if there are e + edges of r entering v and e- exiting v, 
e+ <k+l, 
e-lk+l, and 
k+l Ie++e-. 
Proof Suppose A is the basic set of 4, corresponding to v, and c = g(A) where g is the 
Lyapunov function. Let X, = g-‘((-co,c+e])andY,,=g-‘((-co,c-e])withschosen 
sufficiently small so that c is the only critical value of g in [c - E, c + E]. Let Z be the closure of 
the component of X, - Y0 which contains A. Then Z is a neighborhood of A whose boundary 
consists of tori (see (2.2)) to which the flow is transverse. The flow enters on e+ of these tori 
and exits on the remaining e-. Let Y’, 1 < i I e- be closures of those components of S3 -Z 
which the flow enters when it exits Z. Thus each Y’ has boundary c?Y’ a torus and it follows 
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that Y’ is either a solid torus or a knot complement (since Y i is the closure of one component 
ofS3 - aY i, see [ 111). In either case Y i has the homology of a circle. Now define Y = UY i and 
X=ZuY. 
A result of [3] (see also (9.11) of [6] says that H,(X, Y; F,) has dimension k. We consider 
the exact homology sequence of the pair (X, Y) with coefficients F2 
Since each Y’ has the homology of a circle H,(Y) = 0. By Alexander duality H,(X) z R” 
(S3 - X), which has dimension e+ - 1 since each boundary component of X separates S3. 
Hence S3 -X has e+ components. It follows that 
so 
k = dim H,(X,Y) 2 dimH,(X) = e+ - 1, 
e+ Ik+l. 
Since Y has e- components, each a homological circle dim H, (Y ) = e- . If a = rank 0: then 
from the exact sequence 
Hence 
k = (e+ -l)+(e--a). 
k+l Ie++e-. 
Finally the fact that e- 5 k + 1 follows from considering the reverse flow which switches the 
roles of e+ and e- and changes A to A’ so k is unchanged. Q.E.D. 
53. FlTTED FLOWS 
In this section we discuss ways of building examples of Smale flows. We first do this on 
manifolds (with boundary) containing only one basic set, which we will call basic blocks. 
Then we consider the problem of gluing these basic blocks together in such a way that they 
satisfy the transversality condition (1.5). 
Suppose that U c V are compact surfaces (with boundary) and that f: U + V is a 
diffeomorphism onto its image. Let H = u hi be a finite set of one-handles in U. That is, each 
hi is an embedded copy of D’ x D’ where D’ = [ - 1,l). 
If x is a point of D1 x p c hi, p E D’, we will denote the interval D’ x p c hi by W;(x). 
Similarly W:(x) will denote the interval q x D’ in hi containing x. 
DEFINITION 3.1. The embeddingf: U -+ V is hyperbolic with respect to the set of handles H 
provided: 
(1) Z~X E hi andf(x) E hj rhen inr cf( W:(X))) 3 Wjy (J(X)) andf( W;(X)) c int ( W;cf(x)), and 
(2) there is a E.E (0, 1) such that for each x E hi wirh f(x)~ H and each vcT,( W;(x)), 
WE TX (WY(x)) we have Ildf(v)II I lllvll and Ildf(w)ll 2 i-‘llwll. 
From this definition it is easy to see that A = n ,fi f”(H) has a hyperbolic structure and 
that W:(x) and WY(x) are contained in the stable anhOSunstable manifolds of x respectively. 
DEFINITION 3.2. The geometric intersection matrix G corresponding to f and to the 
hyperbolic handle set H is defined by Gij = number of components of hi n f (hj). Alternatively Gij 
is rhe number of points of the intersection of Wf (y) with f (W;(x)) for any x E hj, y E hi. 
The following result due originally to Smale [13] relates these concepts to symbolic 
dynamics. A proof using our terminology can be found as (3.12) or [6]. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Suppose f: V + V is as above and is hyperbolic with respect to a set of 
ha&les H. If A = ,Q=p(H) then f) A is topologically conjugate to the subshif offinite type 
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called the transuersefoliation. We will call the two transverse leaves which are images of 
(1) xD’ and (-1) xD’ the ends of the strip k. 
DEFINITION 3.7. A foliated train track neighborhood N in a surface V is ajnite union of 
embedded strips v ki such that 
(1) ifk, A kj # 0 then it consists of an end of one strip which is either embedded in the interior of 
an end of the other or equal to an end of the other (see Fig. 1). Also the end of each strip intersects 
the end of some other strip. 
Fig. 1 
(2) the core and transversefoliations on each ki extend to smooth foliations on int N (which will 
be called the core and transverse foliations respectively. 
This terminology is based on the concept of a train track, (also called a branched one- 
manifold) from [ 141 or [ 161. While we shall not explicitly use the train track we note that it is 
formed by collapsing each (interval) leaf of the transverse foliation of N above to a point. The 
resulting topological space is a one-dimensional “manifold with branches” where the branch 
points correspond to the ends of the strips. Its usefulness is that it provides a good way to 
approximate laminations in the surface. Our foliated train track neighborhood N can be 
thought of as a small neighborhood of the train track if all the transverse intervals are small. 
In this setting the approximated lamination is contained in the union of all leaves of the core 
foliation of N which stay entirely in int N. That is, in neither direction do they run out of part 
of the end of a strip which does not intersect another strip. Thus N provides a neighborhood 
of the lamination and extends it to a smooth foliation on this neighborhood. Next, we will 
show that the saturated handles K(A) intersect 8X- in a foliated train track neighborhood. In 
this case the lamination is precisely the intersection of dX with the unstable manifolds of A. 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Let X be a basic block for a basic set A of a Smaleflow C#J, on a three- 
dimensional manifold and let K(A) be its saturated handle set. Then ifaX_ is the part of 8X on 
which the pow exits, N - = 2X- n K(A) is a foliated train track neighborhood. 
The corefoliation leaf containing x is equal to W”(X) n 3X- ana’ the transversefoliation leaf 
containing x is equal to wJ(x) n 2X-. The analogous resultfor N+ = K(A) n dX+, where 8X+ 
is the part of ZX on which the flow is entering, is also valid. 
Proof. Suppose that r: U + V is the return map and H c int U is the hyperbolic handle set 
which are associated with the basic block X (see (3.4)). Let J = cl(r(H) - H) c V. Then J is a 
finite union of disjoint strips, say J = u l;i. Each iii has two foliations: one whose leaves are 
components of J n w’(x), x E r(H), which we call the core foliation, and one whose leaves are 
components of J n w”(x) which we call the transverse. Let p: J + BX- be given by p(x) = the 
unique point y E SX- such that y = 4,(x) for some t > 0. That such a y and t exist is clear by 
(3) of the definition of basic block (3.4). 
Now for each &, p: ci + 2X- is an embedding except hat p of one end might be contained 
in p of the other (recall that in this setting ends are stable intervals through the endpoint of an 
unstable interval in &). If this is the case we split ki in two, say iii = Ei u k; , along a stable 
interval in its interior so that p 1 pi and p 11;; are embeddings. Now let N = u kj where each kj is 
the image under p of one of the Li (or &, &I). Each kj is given the core and transverse foliation 
which is the image under p of the core or transverse foliation on &. 
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The set N = u kj is the desired foliated train track neighborhood. To see this note that ki 
and kj are disjoint except for their ends because otherwise there would exist xi, x2 lint J 
which are on the same orbit of & say x2 = 4r(~1) for some t > Ci. Then +(x1) = xr for some 
k > 0, so flJI- 1 (x1) E H. But this is impossible since by property (3) of the definition of basic 
block (see (3.4)) once a point in H leaves H, it can never return. 
It is clear that the transverse and core foliations exist and that they are given by 
intersection of dX- with the stable and unstable foliations on K(A). The only thing 
which remains to be checked is that each end of ki intersects ome other kj. But this follows 
easily from the fact that each h, c H intersects A so there is h, c H for which r(h,) crosses 
h s. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.9. If X is a basic block for a Smalejow there exists a 6 > 0 and a neighborhood 
Uf of 8X’ in X which is dzfleomorphic to dX+ x [0,6) in such a way that the vector field 
tangent to theflow corresponds to d/at on 8X+ x [0, co), where t is the coordinate on [0,6). 
Likewise there is a neighborhood of dX- which is dzfiomorphic to 8X- x ( - 6,0] with the same 
property with respect to the flow. 
Proof By hypothesis the flow q5, enters X transversely on dX+ and exits transversely on 
ax-. Define h: dX+ x [O, 00) --, X by h(x, t) = 4,(x). For small 6 > 0 this is a diffeomorphism 
onto a neighborhood of 8X+ in X. It clearly has the desired property with respect o the flow. 
The assertion for dX- is proved similarly. Q.E.D. 
The point of the result above is that if we are given two basic blocks Xi, X,, and a 
diffeomorphism g : 8X; -+ aX l, we can glue them together identifying XC~X; with 
g(x)EdX:. The resulting space, which we denote Xi u,X,, is a smooth manifold and the 
vector fields tangent o the flows on Xi and X2 fit together smoothly to generate a flow on 
Xi UOXZ. 
THEOREM 3.10. Suppose for i = 1, . . . , n that Xi is a three dimensional basic block and 
that hi: aXi- + 8X:+, is a dtyeomorphism for 1 I i S n - 1. Then for each i, hi is isotopic to 
gi: aXi- + ax,++ 1 such that theflow I#J, on XI us, X, us, X3 u . . . u X, is afitted Smaleflow. 
Proof We first consider altering hI to gi so that Xi u,,Xz has the desired properties. 
Let N; be the foliated train track neighborhood given by N; = 8X; A K(A\,) where K(A,) 
is the saturated handle set of the basic set in Xi (see (3.8)). Likewise let Nz = 8X: n K(A,). 
We want to isotope h, to g so that g (the core leaf in N;) contains any transverse leaf in N: 
which it intersects and g (the transverse leaf in N;) is contained in any core leaf of 
N: which it intersects (see Fig. 2). To achieve this we define a one complex L; c N; as 
follows. If N; is the union of the strips Uki we let 
L; = u(ci ue, ue;), 
i 
where ci is the center core interval of ki (i.e. image of D’ x (0)) and ei, ei are the two ends of ki 
(see Fig. 2). The one-complex L: N,+ is defined similarly. 
It is now easy to isotope h, to g,,: ax; -+ ax,+ so that 
(1) The image of the ends e,, ei in L; under go is disjoint from L: and g&L;) is disjoint from 
the ends in Ll. 
(2) The image of L; under go intersects Li transversely. 
Then we further isotope go to g so that all intersections of g(N;) and N: occur near a 
point of g(L;) n L; and there the product structures match up; i.e. g (core leaf in N;) 
2 transverse leaf in N: and g (transverse leaf in N;) c core leaf of N: 
Ifwe now form X, ug X, it isclear that the flow on it is fitted. This is because ifx E K(A,), 
y~K(A~)and w:(x) n w:(y) # 4 thereisapoint ZGCX; = g(6X;) such that ZEW:(X) n w;(y). 
Hence ZEN: ng(N;) so zc12, a transverse leaf of Nz and zeg(l,), II a core leaf of N;. 
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Fig. 2. 
Since our construction guarantees I, c g(lJ and since we have w;(x) = fi #+(g(li)), w:(y) 
-02 
= 6 c#J,(&), it foll ows w;(x) =3 w;(y). A similar argument shows w”r (x) t n$ (y) if 
wt yx: n wi (y) # 0. Let g1 = g. 
Now we want to form X, ug X, and alter h,: 8X; + 8X: to g2 so that we can attach X, 
to X1 ug X2 and still have a fitted flow. The argument is essentially the same but we need to 
consider not only N; but the part of g 1 (N; ) which flows down into 8X; - N ; (the part 
which flows down into N; comes from gr (N; ) n Nl so, as we will see, it takes care of itself). 
Let p: cl (8X: - N: ) + 8X; be defined by p(x) = the unique point y E 8X; such that $J~(x) 
= y, t > 0. 
Let 19; = N; up(g,(N;)-Nz), so that 19; is N; together with all points in 
&A,) n 8X; which are not in K(&). By construction 19; has two smooth foliations on its 
interior, a core foliation and a transverse foliation. The foliations on the two parts of 29; (i.e. 
N; and p(g,(N;) - NC)) match up because of the way g,(N;) intersects N:. We let & 
= L; u p(g,(L;) - Nz) and proceed exactly as before. We first isotope h, so that the image 
of &; intersects L: transversely and the intersection points are not in the “end intervals”. We 
then isotope to g2 so that the foliations of g2(&; ) and Nl match up where these intersect. 
Once again the flow on X, u8, X2 ug, X3 is fitted. The argument for this is also essentially 
the same as before. The only difference being that if w:(x) n w;(y) # @ and if 
z~wY, (x) n w;(y) n dX,+ happens to be in g2(N;) then there is z’oK(hJ such that 
wr (z’) n w; (x) # 0 and w; (z’) n w;(y) # 0. In this case w; (x) 3 w;(z’) =, w;(y). 
We can now continue this procedure, altering successive hi’s and forming 
X1ug,Xtu... u X, with the desired fitted flow. We define fii;, = N,:+ 1 u p(g,(N,T) 
-NT+,) and t;+, = LtT+ 1 u p(gi(~;) - NT+,). The proof proceeds exactly as 
before. Q.E.D. 
$4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
In this section we give the proof of our main result, Theorem 1 stated in the introduction. 
First suppose that 4, is a non-singular Smale flow on S3 with an associated Lyapunov graph 
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I-. Then by (2.2) r is a tree and since each sink (or source) of 4, is an attracting (or repeiling) 
closed orbit it follows that there is only one edge attached to each source or sink vertex of r. 
Hence (1) of Theorem 1 holds. We note the fact that condition (2) holds for I is precisely the 
conclusion of (2.3). Thus one direction of the theorem is proved. 
For the opposite direction we must start with an abstract Lyapunov graph satisfying the 
hypothesis of Theorem 1 and produce a non-singular Smale flow 4, on S3 whose associated 
Lyapunov graph is r. 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose that A is an m x m non-negative irreducible matrix and that 
k = dim ker (I - 1: F!j’ + Fy), where Fz = Z/2 and 2 is the mod 2 reduction of A. Suppose also 
that e+ and e- are positive integers satisfying 
e+ I k+l, 
e-lk+l, and 
k+l Ie++e-, 
then there exists a non-singular Smaleflow 4, on S3 with a basic block X such that 
(1) Theflow 4, restricted to the basic set A c X is topologically equivalent to the suspension of 
o(A), and 
(2) Every component of dX = dX+ u dX- is an unknotted torus in S3 and ciX+ has ef 
components while dX- has e- components. 
Completion of Theorem 1 using 4.1. Given the abstract Lyapunov graph r, each vertex v 
which is neither a source nor a sink is labelled with a suspended subshift of finite type a(A,), 
(up to topological equivalence). Since this suspended subshift is a chain recurrent flow the 
matrix A must be irreducible. Thus if the vertex u of r has e+ edges entering and e- exiting, we 
can by (4.1), produce a Smale flow on a basic block X, c S3 with 8X- consisting of e- 
unknotted tori and 8X+ consisting of ef unknotted tori. We want to glue together these basic 
blocks to form our flow. 
The prescription is as follows. We will attach one component of 8X; to a component of 
8X; provided there is an edge of r going from u to w. This will give us the correct graph but 
we must make sure that the gluing is done in such a way that we end up with a three-sphere. 
To see that this is possible, suppose Tf is a component of 8X: which we wish to glue to T-, a 
component of 8X; . We think of X,and X, as being in (different) three-spheres. SinceT+ and 
T- are both unknotted tori they bound solid tori on both sides; i.e. each component of the 
complement of T+ is an open solid torus with the standard embedding in S3 and similarly for 
T- (see [ 111). Let Y, be the component of the complement of T- which contains X, together 
with T-, so Y, is a solid torus with boundary T- which contains X. Define Y, similarly and 
glue Y, to Y,,, attaching T- to T+ in such a way as to form a three sphere from these two solid 
tori; let g’ denote the attaching map. By (3.10) we can isotope g’ to g so that the flow on X 
= X, u,X, is fitted. Of course Y, ueYw is still S3 and each component of dX is still an 
unknotted torus in S3. Hence this procedure can be repeated, adding successively more 
vertices of r and producing always a fitted flow on a region of S3 with a boundary consisting 
of unknotted tori. When a vertex v of r which is a sink (or source) is reached we take for X, a 
solid torus neighborhood of a single attracting (repelling) closed orbit. When X, has been 
attached for all vertices u of I-, we have a non-singular fitted Smale flow on all of S3. It is clear 
that from the Lyapunov functions on each X, we can construct a smooth Lyapunov function 
on S3 whose corresponding Lyapunov graph is precisely I-. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 1 except for the proof of Lemma (4.1) which we now consider. 
Proof of Lemma 4.1. Let k, e+, and e- be as in the statement of the lemma and define 
a=e++e- -k - 1 so that a 2 0. We will suppose without loss of generality that e+ 2 e-, 
the other case being similar. 
We first treat the case when a 2 1. From (10.2) of [6] there is a non-singular Morse-Smale 
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flow on S3 with a attracting periodic orbits, a repelling periodic orbits and a - 1 untwisted 
saddle periodic orbits. It is obtained by adding a - 1 round handles (see [ 11) to a solid tori as 
shown in Fig. 3. All closed orbits of this flow are unknotted. 
For each round handle S’ x D’ x D’ we can define a return map from the rectangle 
(p} x D’ x D’ to a surface containing it. Actually we can do better and find surfaces V c V 
such that the first return map, p: V + V, is smooth, V is connected and V intersects each 
round handle (an embedded S’ x D’ x D’) in the image of (p} x D’ x D’. The surface V is 
illustrated in Fig. 4. Note that rotating this picture around a vertical axis gives Fig. 3 without 
the solid tori. Figure 5 shows one end of V, the rectangle R and its image under the return 
map p. There is one special case: when a = 1 
and one repelling closed orbit. In this case U 
there are no round handles just one attracting 
will consist entirely of the rectangle R with no 
Fig. 3. 
Axis 
ot 
rototion 
Fig. 4. 
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p(R) 
Fig. 5. 
strip attached to it, (it is easy to see that one can find such an R in a neighborhood of the 
attracting closed orbit). 
We want to isotope p on a neighborhood UO of U so that the new return map will have 
hyperbolic handles with the desired symbolic dynamics and some needed additional sources 
and sinks. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let U, be any sujiciently small neighborhood of U in V. There is an isotopy 
‘I”,: V + V supported on the interior of U,-, such that Y0 = id and ifp, = ‘PI o p: U + V then 
(1) There is a set of hyperbolic handles H for p1 whose geometric intersection matrix is flow 
equivalent to A. 
(2) There are (k + 1 -e+) sinks and (k + 1 - e-) sources for p1 in U 
(3) For every x E UO, either p;(x) $ U, for some n E Z, or p;(x) E H for all n E Z, or p:(x) 
approaches a sink as n + 00, or p;(x) approaches a source as n + 00. 
(4) Property (3) of (3.4) is satisfied by pI and H. 
We postpone the proof of (4.2) but use it to complete the proof of (4.1). If U, is chosen 
sufficiently small that p: U, + V is smooth, and T: U, + R is defined by T(X) = the smallest 
t > 0 such that #t(x) = p(x), then the partial flow on 
z = {&,(X)lXE uo, 0 I t I T(X)} 
is just the suspension flow of p: U, + V. If we construct he suspension (partial) flow of pl, we 
can think of it as being on the same set Z since p1 is isotopic top. Since p and p1 agree near the 
boundary of U, we can arrange that the suspension flow of p has a vector field which agrees 
with the vector field of 4, near the boundary of Z. Let Q be the flow on S3 which is generated 
by the vector field which is tangent to the suspension Sow of p1 on Z and tangent to #+ 
elsewhere. 
The flow ql has a = e+ + e- -k - 1 attracting closed orbits outside Z and k + 1 -e+ 
inside Z, for a total of e-. Likewise there are a repelling closed orbits outside Z and k + 1 - e- 
inside for a total of e+. By (3) of (4.2) the only chain recurrent points for q, aside from these 
attractors and repellers lie on the orbits of points in p; (H). That is there is one additional 
basic set A which by (3.3) is topologically equivalect to the suspension of the geometric 
intersection matrix for p1 on the handles H, but by (1) of (4.2) this is topologically equivalent 
to the suspension of o(A). 
From the construction it is clear that all the attracting and repelling closed orbits are 
unknotted and that the flow ‘I, is a Smale flow since the transversality condition is trivially 
satisfied. Finally if we take X to be the complement of the union of small tubular 
neighborhoods of the attractors and repellers it is clear that X is a basic block for the basic set 
A of the flow Q. 
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This completes the proof of (4.1) (modulo the proof of (4.2)) for the case a 2 1, (recall 
a=e++e- -k-l ZO).Sotheremainingcaseisa=Owhene++e- =k+l.Thiscaseis 
very similar; we start with a different flow on S3, a non-singular Morse-Smale flow with one 
attracting, one repelling, and one untwisted saddle type closed orbit. The existence of such a 
flow is proved in (10.1) of [6], where it is also described. We can once again find U t Vand a 
return map p: U + I/ as before. In fact they can be chosen to be exactly the same as one 
obtains in the case above when a = 2. If we let el = e+ + 1 and e; = e- + 1 then we note that 
e+ +e- =k+limpliese~Ik+l,e;Ik+l,ande~+e;<k+lsincee’ande-are 
both at least 1. Hence (4.2) is valid using e: and e; . The rest of the proof for this case goes 
exactly as before (using ez and e; in (4.2)). The resulting flow on S3 will have 1 + (k + 1 - e: ) 
= l+(k+l-(e++l))=e- sinksand l+(k+l-e;)=e+ repellingclosedorbits.This 
completes the proof of (4.1) except for the proof of (4.2). 
Proofo1(4.2). Initially the map p: U + Vhas e+ + e- - k - 2 hyperbolic handles (one for 
each “round handle” in the flow on S3). We must add additional handles and then isotope p in 
the desired way. 
If the matrix A is flow equivalent o the one by one matrix (l), i.e. if it represents a single 
closed orbit then k = 1 and U either contains a single handle (and hyperbolic fixed point for 
p, in which case no change is needed so Y, E id), or U = the rectangle R as mentioned above, 
anda= l.Inthiscasee+ = 2, e- = 1 (since we assume that e+ 2 e-). Clearly we can find an 
isotopy of p supported in R such that pi = Y 1 0 p has a fixed source and a fixed saddle in R 
and no other recurrence. 
Thus we may assume that A does not represent a single closed orbit, i.e. it is not a 
permutation matrix. By (1.13) the matrix A is flow equivalent o an n x n matrix A, which is 
strictly positive and congruent mod 2 to a diagonal matrix. Since k = dim Ker (I - A): 
F’;+F’; is a flow equivalence invariant it follows that k = dimKer (I - A): F; + F$ 
(4 = the mod reduction of A,). Thus A, is a diagonal matrix with k ones and n - k zeroes on 
the diagonal. By renumbering our basis we can assume that the first k diagonal entries of 2, 
are 1. Note that it must be the case that n 2 k. 
We now want to add more handles and do an initial alteration of the map p. The first 
alteration is to add (k + 1 - e+) “cancelling” sinks and saddles. This adds (k + 1 - e+) handles 
of the type labelled (a) in Fig. 6. Next we isotope to add (k + 1 -e-) pairs of “cancelling” 
sources and saddles. This isotopy can be supported in U. and adds (k + 1 - e+) handles of the 
type labelled (b) in Fig. 6. Finally we add n - k handles of the type labelled (c) in Fig. 6 but we 
do no further isotopy. These (n-k) “nilpotent handles” at the moment contain no chain 
recurrent points. At this stage we have a map pO: U, + V which has a set H of hyperbolic 
Fig. 6 
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handles which contains 
(e+ fe- -k-2)+(k+l-e+)+(k+l-e-)+(n-k)=n 
handles. Of these, k (we assume the first k) contain a hyperbolic fixed point. There are also 
k + 1 -e+ sinks and k + I - e- sources, but there are no chain recurrent points in U, other 
than these fixed points. 
Note that the geometric intersection matrix for p,, and H is the n x n matrix whose first k 
diagonal entries are 1 and with all other entries zero, i.e. it is exactly A,, the mod 2 reduction 
of A,. 
We want now to isotope p. to change the geometric intersection matrix by adding 
repeatedly 2to its entries to make it agree with A, (actually it may be necessary to also change 
A, within its flow equivalence class). 
According to (B.5) of appendix B of [6] it is enough to obtain the desired geometric 
intersection matrix on the core and transverse intervals in each handle because the map can 
then be isotoped to be hyperbolic on H with the same geometric intersection matrix. This 
means that we need only isotope p,, to p6 so that, for each i,j, if pi and pj are the centers of 
handles hi and hj respectively we have ~b( Wr(pj)) m Wf(pi) and the number of points in the 
intersection equals the 0 entry of A,. 
If G = A, is the original intersection matrix we first want to isotope so that the new 
intersection matrix G, is strictly positive but still congruent mod 2 to A,. The procedure to do 
this is as follows. If y : [0, l] + (U, - p. (U,)) u hj is an embedded arc with y(O) E po( Wy@j)) 
and v( 1) E Wl@i) and if y is transverse to each IV;&) which it intersects, there is an isotopy 
supported in a tubular neighborhood of y( [0, 11) which pushes a loop from an interval of 
po( Wr(pj)) along the curve y until it intersects Wf(p,) in 2 points. It may in the process cause 
new intersections with other Wi(pk) but always an even number of them. Thus to achieve the 
geometric intersection matrix G, which is strictly positive and congruent mod 2 to A, it is 
sufficient to find a pairwise disjoint family of embedded curves yij: [O, l] + (U, 
- pe(Uo)) u hj with Yij(O) EPO( Wr(pj)) and rij( 1) E H’f@i), 1 I i, j I n. These curves should 
also miss all of the fixed points of p. and should be transverse to IV;&) for all k. 
Clearly we can find {rij} with all the desired properties except being disjoint. To get them 
disjoint, using an isotopy supported on a tubular neighborhood of yi i, we push all others off 
the end y1 i(1). This-makes all of them disjoint from 7; 1. Now we proceed to (the new) yi2, etc. 
At this stage we have isotoped p to a map with geometric intersection matrix G, which is 
strictly positive and congruent mod 2 to A,. According to (1.13) we can if necessary replace 
A, by a matrix which is flow equivalent o it, congruent mod 2 to it, and has every entry as 
large as we want, in particular larger than the corresponding entry of G, . We suppose this to 
have been done if necessary and call the new matrix A, also. Now in a neighborhood of one 
point of the transversal intersection of Wt(pi) with the image of W:(pj) we can isotope, 
creating r wiggles, and replacing one transversal point ofintersection with 2r + 1. If we do this 
with r = i[(A,)ij - (G,)ij] we make the ij entry of the geometric intersection matrix agree 
with (A,)ij. Repeatedly doing this we end with geometric intersection matrix A,. Now, as 
mentioned above, by (B.5) of appendix B of [6] we can isotope so that the final map p1 : U, 
+ V has hyperbolic handles H with geometric intersection matrix A, and no other chain 
recurrence xcept he previously mentioned sources and sinks. In particular p1 satisfies (3) of 
(4.2) and (3) of (3.4). Q.E.D. 
$5. MORSE-SMALE FLOWS 
DEFINITION 5.1. A flow 4, on M is called Morse-Smale provided 
(1) Its chain recurrent set consists offinitely many hyperbolic periodic orbits andfinitely many 
hyperbolic rest points, and 
(2) It satisfies the transversality condition (1.5). 
Thus for the non-singular Morse-Smale flows which we wish to consider every basic set is 
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a single periodic orbit. The fiber dimension of the unstable bundle E” over the orbit is called 
its index and the orbit is called untwisted or twisted according to whether the bundle E” is 
oriented or not. Thus for flows on S3 there are no twisted orbits of index 0 (sinks) or index 2 
(sources) and an untwisted orbit of index 1 has an unstable manifold which is an annulus, 
while the unstable manifold of a twisted orbit is a Moebius strip. 
LEMMA 5.2. Suppose 4, is a non-singular SmalefZow on S3 with an associated Lyapunov 
graph I- and v is a vertex of r which corresponds to a basic setfor theflow which is a twisted 
closed orbit of index 1. Then there is 1 edge entering v and 1 edge exiting in I-. 
Proof. Let y be the closed orbit corresponding to v and let c = g(y) where g is the 
Lyapunov function. Let X, =g-I((-co,c+E])andY, =g-((-co,c-&))whereEischosen 
sufficiently small that c is the only critical value of g in [c - E, c + E]. Let X be the component 
of X0 containing y and let Y be the union of the components ofY, contained in X. Now the 
closure of X -Yis a neighborhood N ofy whose boundary consists of tori (see (2.2)). The flow 
exits this neighborhood on dY. 
A result of [3] (see also (9.11) of [6]) says that H,(X, Y; Q) has dimension equal to the 
dimension of the cokernel of (I - A) where A is the 1 x 1 matrix (- 1); i.e. H,(X, Y; Q) = 0. 
From the exact sequence 
H, (X, Y; Q, + fJ,(Y) + H,(X) + 0 
we can then conclude that Y is connected. It follows that 8Y is also connected (since by 
Theorem 1 r is a tree). But since the flow on N exits on dY this means that only one edge leaves 
v. The same argument applied to the inverse flow implies only one edge enters v. Q.E.D. 
5.3. Proof of Theorem 2. Given a non-singular Morse-Smale flow on S3 and an 
associated Lyapunov graph r, (1) and (2) of Theorem 2 follow from Theorem 1 except for the 
assertion in (2) that a twisted orbit implies eJ = e; = 1. This, however, is precisely the result 
of (5.2). 
Conversely given an abstract Lyapunov graph r, one argues exactly as in the proof of 
Theorem 1 that it is sufficient to produce in S3 a basic block X, with 8X: having e: 
components (each an unknotted torus) and 8X; having e, components (each an unknotted 
torus), and with the basic set in X, being a twisted or untwisted closed orbit according to the 
labelling of U. In fact the proof is much easier than in Theorem 1 since the transversality 
condition can be obtained from the Kupka-Smale theorem (see [12]) and we do not need to 
make the flow fitted. 
The basic blocks produced in (4.1) corresponding to the 1 x 1 matrix (1) contain a basic set 
consisting of a single untwisted closed orbit, so in fact we need only produce the desired basic 
block for a twisted orbit when e,’ = e; = 1. 
To do this we start with a Morse-Smale diffeomorphism of the disk with a period 2 sink 
and a fixed saddle whose unstable manifold has its orientation reversed by the diffeomorph- 
ism. From the suspension of this it is easy to obtain a Morse-Smale flow on a solid torus with 
one twisted closed orbit of index one and an unknotted sink (which runs twice around the 
solid torus). Deleting a neighborhood of the sink gives the desired X,. Q.E.D. 
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